Graduate studies at the University of Hawaii

The Institute for Astronomy, Honolulu

**Student-directed observing**
★ Propose for and carry out your research with any of the Maunakea or Haleakala telescopes.

**Explore across the spectrum:**
★ Keck, Subaru, Gemini, CFHT, IRTF, UKIRT, UH88, JCMT, and SMA cover wavelengths from optical to sub millimeter.

**Use cutting-edge surveys:**
★ IfA’s Pan-STARRS has made the widest, deepest map of the sky yet with multiple epochs enabling searches for exotic transients and new solar-system objects.

**Transformational solar facility:**

**Island life:**
★ The Institute is located on the island of Oahu, in a beautiful valley equidistant from hiking trails in the rainforest one way and warm ocean waves and beaches in the other. It is a ridiculously beautiful place to spend a few (or many) years in. *You only live once.*

More details at gradprog.ifa.hawaii.edu

January 31st application deadline for Fall 2018 admission